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UPCOMING GWRRA EVENTS & ACTIVITIES
04/04/2020

ID-B Gathering 8:30AM to 10:00AM

Matt’s Grill

05/05/2020

ID-B Gathering 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM

Matt’s Grill

06/02/2020

ID-B Gathering 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM

Matt’s Grill
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DIRECTORS CORNER

Boy, the first 2 months have flown by. I know there has been some maintenance done on bikes getting ready for
the riding season as I helped on one.
We have had a great response for buying the hats. We will be moving forward with the design and color at this
next meeting. We have a number of logos submitted to be reviewed and we need to see what color of a hat we
want. Anybody that is out of the area can get a hold of me and I will be happy to share what we have.
I have found a number of people in the valley that have not heard about our chapter. I am hoping we will start
seeing more show up with us and start riding with us. I have ordered packets from GWRRA headquarters for us to
pass out as we meet prospective members. I hope we have them by the next meeting. Please remember, if you
are talking to prospective new members they don’t have to be for our chapter, just give them a chance to join
GWRRA.
It has been decided that we will not have a District Rally this year. Being we don’t have a full time District Director
or a complete staff, the District Rally was dropped for this year. As of the zoom meeting I was in on, everybody is
wanting to hold one in 2021. The question was where do we want to hold the Rally? What does the membership
want from the Rally’s or what would you like to see happen at the Rally? If you have suggestions, please let me
know so that I can pass it along on the next zoom meeting.
th

Idaho Falls Chapter will be hosting a “Ride-N” June 26 to the 29 . The information about the “Ride-N” is in this
month’s letter I understand the Drill Team from British Columbia will be there. There was a question about having
a second “Ride-N” sometime in late August in the Boise area.
I have been able to secure a date for training for instructors for our Chapter. This training has been opened to
other chapters and we are hoping to see other chapters to send members for training. Once we get the training,
our instructors will be able to teach classes to the chapter as we can arrange them. The classes will count for our
levels training and hopefully meet other requirements that we may need.
One more thing we all need to spend some time on. I was looking at my riding gloves only to discover they were
worn out. Being out on the bike, my fingers were getting cold and I knew they had never been cold in the past. It
was time to upgrade my riding gloves. With that in mind, how is the rest of my riding gear? What needs to be
replaced? Now is a good time to review and look over all of our riding gear for wear and tear. Riding gear that is
worn out needs to be replaced. We wear the gear for safety and if it is worn out, it is no longer can do what it was
designed to do.
Like I have said, “this is your chapter, I am the one that is trying to keep us rolling and having fun”. If you have
something we need to talk about, please bring it up.
Be Safe when you are on the road and have fun.

~ Bob

Chapter ID-E Meet & Greet
Finally, about our Meet & Greet. I want everyone to understand, this is not a GWRRA
event, but something I was working on before I was tapped to be our CD. That being said,
anyone who is interested, is more than welcome to come join us. June 26-29, here in
Idaho Falls, I have organized the first “Best of the Great Northwest Meet & Greet”. This
started out as a local “let’s grab a burger and a beer” kinda thing. I believe my abilities as a
salesman were vastly underrated, as I now have Goldwing riders from Florida, Michigan,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, California, Oregon, Indiana, Arizona, Idaho, and British Columbia,
Canada, which includes a Motorcycle Drill Team from BC who will put on a performance for
those who attend.
th
The 26 : Will be our ride in/arrival day. I plan on being in the Denny’s parking lot
beginning about 3 PM to greet folks as they arrive. For anyone attending, we are using the
Snake River RV Park and camp ground for those who desire to pitch a tent, and the Snake
River Motel 6 for those accommodations. Both are within a stone's throw of Denny’s and
have easy access on and off Highway 20. I have offered to lead a short ride around the
Idaho Falls area to show off some points of interest and familiarize everybody with the
location of emergency services, such as the hospitals and Community Care facilities.
th
The 27 : We plan on Kickstands up at 9:30 from Denny’s for a short trip to a
location for the BC Motorcycle Drill Team, which should start about 10 AM and be
complete by about 10:30. We’ll allow them time to recover their equipment, then head
out for a ride up to West Yellowstone with lunch on the way. Once in West Yellowstone,
riders may go into the Park or sight see and window shop in town, their choice, with a
meet up time for our return trip to IF about 5PM.
th
The 28 : We’ll meet again in Denny’s parking lot and go Kickstands up about 9:30
for a ride through Victor, Driggs, over Teton Pass, back through Hoback Junction and
Alpine, Wyoming, stopping in Irwin for square Ice Cream, then on to Idaho Falls. We are
planning to have a BBQ Sunday evening as a thank you for those who attended and some
good old fashion story telling about our travels, along with a drawing for a couple give
away items we’ve put together.
th
The 29 : Is departure day, where we wish all of you safe travels on your rides home.
As a side note, I know everyone doesn’t like riding in large packs, so we’re
considering having one group ride the Sunday ride on Saturday, then switch on Sunday,
so everyone has the chance to see the sights for both rides. I’m also putting together
some small maps with alternate rides for those who want to see the sights on their own,
or who have seen Yellowstone a bunch already.
If anyone wants to follow this ride for updates and new information, it can be
found in the “Rides, Trips, and Events” section, on the GL1800riders forum. It is one of
two rides that are ”stickied” at the top of the page.
So, there you have it from Chapter E. Hope to see you out on the road, ride safe
and keep the shiny side up.

Dave and Leslie Hanna, CD, GWRRA ID-E daveuncledave@hotmail.com

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR CORNER

D Dodging The Dangers of the First Spring Ride
 Read these important tips before rushing out on your first ride of the season. Author: Chad Berger Published on
03.11.2015

Winter is the most loathed time of year by motorcyclists and those of us that live in colder climates suffer even
more while enduring months of winter motorcycle storage. Once the weather warms up though, we are typically
itching to get our bikes out of storage for that first ride of spring. But before you hastily push your bike out of the
garage and thumb that starter button, there are a few things you should check to help ensure your first ride is a
successful one.
Pre-Ride Bike Inspection: If you prepped your bike for the winter by adding fuel stabilizer and either removed
your battery or had it on a trickle charger, then your bike should come to life without too much trouble. Once you
have the bike running, it’s a good time to give it a thorough mechanical inspection to make sure it’s safe to ride.
A great checklist for inspecting your bike after a long winter motorcycle storage is the Motorcycle Safety
Foundation’s T-CLOCS checklist. The T-CLOCS checklist is extensive and it’s a good idea to check all of the items
listed there, but it can be overkill for just a few months in storage. At the very least, you should check these items
on your motorcycle:
Fuel: Gasoline can break down quickly and clog up injectors and jets. The easiest way to avoid this is to winterize
your bike by adding fuel stabilizer before you put your motorcycle into storage. Nevertheless, your first ride of the
season should be to the gas station to get a tank full of fresh fuel.
Tires: Your tires can deflate and crack while in winter storage, so check them over well and make sure they are
properly inflated before going on your first ride.
Fluids: Check your oil, antifreeze and brake fluids to make sure they are at proper levels. If you didn’t change your
oil before putting your motorcycle into winter storage, now is a good time. Check the floor around your bike and
make sure there aren’t any leaks. If you find leaks, try to track down the source before starting the motorcycle.
Chain: If your bike is chain driven, make sure the chain is properly lubricated and doesn’t have any tight spots or
excessive wear. Also, look for worn sprockets and make sure the chain tension is adjusted to manufacturer
specifications.
Suspension: Rust can build up on suspension components during winter motorcycle storage leading to premature
failure of seals. Look for light rust or tarnishing on the fork tubes and the rear shock shaft. If you find any rust
build up, you can usually remove it with steel wool.
Partially Completed Projects: When you put your motorcycle away for winter storage, there may have been a
project or two you started but never completed. You can easily forget about these projects after months have
passed by. Give the bike a good once over to make sure there aren’t any loose bolts or clamps that could give you
trouble on your first ride of spring.
Taking Your First Spring Ride: Assuming you’ve inspected your motorcycle and prepared it for the first ride, then
you’re probably eager to get out on the road (or trail). Here are a few more things to keep in mind before you
rush off on your first ride in months.

Full Riding Gear: So you think the bike’s ready and you want to go around the block for a quick test ride? Don’t
skimp on the riding gear. Accidents can easily happen on that first test ride when the bike’s condition is still iffy,
so make sure you are fully protected. Once you go out for a longer ride, always bring along cold weather gear
even if temperatures are warm. In these early days of spring, you never know when winter might make a surprise
return.
Getting in Riding Shape: It’s great to be riding again and it may feel like you haven’t missed a beat but your skills
are not going to be as good as they were last fall. Your reaction speed and timing can be a little off and corners
can sneak up on you unexpectedly. Start out with a nice easy pace and slowly blow off the cobwebs on both man
and machine. The first ride isn’t the time to be pushing your limits. An accident now could easily end your riding
season before it’s even begun.
Stay Connected: Sure, your bike may have seemed fine while it was running in the garage, but there could be some
hidden issues that develop miles down the road. You may just be planning a short shakedown ride, but don’t
forget to carry a mobile phone or GPS Messaging Device that will allow you to call for help and avoid being
stranded should you encounter mechanical problems.
Unpredictable Road Conditions: Many riders wait until there have been a few rain showers to help clean off the
roads before taking their first ride of the season. If you can’t wait for the roads to get cleaned off, be aware of the
hazards you may encounter. Road crews typically use salt or sand to melt ice on the roads during the winter and
much of it is still waiting for you in the spring. Also look out for ice hiding in the shadows and snow melt running
across roads that can be extremely slippery. Corners and intersections are where you are most likely to encounter
bad traction, so stay alert to avoid logging your first crash of the year.
Ride Defensively: You need to be aware that other motorists haven’t seen motorcycles on the road for months and
they may have forgotten they share the road with you when spring comes around. During this time of year more
than any other, you need to be on the lookout for cars straying into your lane and turning in front of you. It’s your
life on the line, so take responsibility and assume they don’t see you — always drive defensively.
Despite all the dangers of early spring rides, there’s nothing like the feeling of being back on the bike again. If you
prepare your bike and ride cautiously, you can jump start the season while your buddies are indoors still dreaming
about going for a ride. Get out there and ride!

~ Gary

BUSINESS

March 7, 2020
8:30 AM
Bob Called the meeting to order. 11 members present. He requested that the meeting start with the Pledge of
Allegiance. With there being no American Flag in the room, Bob’s hat had one on the side, so we used it for the
Pledge. (Bob and Karen will locate a flag for bring to the meeting)
Bob announced the Birthdays and Anniversaries for March.
Bob passed out “Trial Membership” pages from the Gold Book. Each couple received one page with 2
membership forms. The pages can be reprinted and passed out to prospective members for 4 month of free
trial membership with GWRRA. Bob has more copies if anybody needs more to pass out or to use for coping.
Bob covered some of the information he had learned from the “Zoom Meeting” with the District director. Most
of the Zoom meeting is covered in Bob’s newsletter article.
We discussed the Level Program and getting members signed up in it. More to come on the program. We will
need to find out how many in the chapter have already qualified for the Levels and where they stand. The Level
Program application will be in the Newsletter for the next few months. If you want to sign up for Level 1,
please print it out and return it to Bob. He will get it passed up to the District Educator.
Bob lead the discussion on the new chapter hats and what does the chapter want for colors and style. A lot of
members have responded by email and Bob thanked those members for doing so. Bob stated the price will be
$45 dollars for a setup fee plus the price of the hat and $6.24 for embroidery per hat. If we had “ID-B” to the
back of the hat that will add $5 to each hat. The price should be under $20 per hat. Bob asked everybody to
vote on the color and style of emblem via email and he will be getting the word out on how the vote comes out.
Mark made a motion that the club buy 2 extra hats for any future member at the time the order was place to
help save having to pay for the setup fee again. Larry seconded the motion. Bob recommended we change it to
4 hats and everybody agreed. Motion passed.
Bob was going over the fact that we didn’t have a Store Keeper to take care of the extra hats. Gary P made a
motion that Larry be the Store Keeper and Mark seconded the motion. All members present agreed except
Larry. Motion passed.
Bob went over the information about the “Ride-N” that the chapter in Idaho Falls was sponsoring. The
information is in the newsletter for review.
Bob also brought up about there will be no District Rally this year. The District Director is asking for the
chapters to tell they where we want to hold a Rally and what would we like to see happen at the Rally. Please
let Bob know so he can pass the word up on the next Zoom meeting.

Mark gave his safety report. He has put 2 articles in the news letter and recommends we all read them carefully.
The question was presented to the group about going back to an evening meeting or keeping the Saturday
morning meeting going for one more month. It was decided to keep meeting on Saturday mornings for one
more month. A ride will try to be planned for after the meeting even if it is to Boggans for lunch. April’s
th
meeting will be held at Matt's on the 4 at 8:30.
Other rides were discussed and a Ride Calendar will be put together shortly.
Clay stated he had a source for a small “First Aid Kits” that he was able to buy for under $30 each. Clay said he
would let us know when he learns about the kits being on sale again.
50/50 was held with a total in the pot of $46.
Meeting was adjourned at 9:15 with the arrival of Breakfast.
Karen Cooper
Scribe

March
50/50 Winner
Congratulations!

(and thank you for your generous
23 dollar contribution to our treasury)

RIDERS EDUCATION

~Mark

Some things in this maybe out of date however this should give you a good read on what you should have on your
bike for a first aid kit!
How to Build a Motorcycle First Aid Kit

BY SCOTT O'SULLIVAN | JAN 25, 2018 | MOTORCYCLES, SAFETY

In a car first aid and emergency kit, you can get away with packing in quite a lot, but in a motorcycle first aid kit
and emergency kit, we have to downsize a bit. With Colorado weather as unpredictable as it is, everyone who
drives or rides our roads should be prepared with some basics should they ever become injured or stranded,
waiting for assistance, and this motorcycle first aid kit is just what you need before hitting the road.
Denver Motorcycle First Aid Kit Essentials

Riding is almost like camping: you have to plan for emergencies, but pack the absolute minimum to manage your
risk. To help me prepare the list below, I sought some advice from RoadGuardians.org. They said that, in order to
prepare a helpful emergency kit for motorcycles, riders need to think about the types of injuries they may face
after an accident. They listed the following as the most common injuries riders face:


Burns



Eye injuries



Cuts, abrasions and scrapes



Factures



Trauma to the head, neck, spine, chest and abdomen

Given that information, they suggest the following for a motorcycle emergency kit. I have embellished with a few
of my own suggestions at the bottom, as well:


Small first aid book



Nitrile gloves (like a doctor’s gloves)



Antimicrobial hand cleaner



Sting relief/burn gel



Band-Aids



Antibiotic ointment



Large (4”x4”) sterile gauze pads



Emergency blanket (Look how small these can be!)



Sterile saline (with a squirt tip for irrigating)



Instant cold pack(s)



Glow stick(s)



Trauma shears



1 or 2 rolls of 2” or 3” roll gauze



Medical tape



Tweezers

To this list, I would add:


Small flashlight



A power bank like the one in the car emergency kit



Cell phone adapter and cord



Jacket or rain poncho (These also come in very compact packaging.)



Water
It looks like a ton of gear, but think about each thing separately and look to minimize.

I know that looks like a ton of gear, but think about each thing separately and look to minimize. For example, only
add one set of medical gloves. Select 5-10 Band-Aids of different sizes. Find those tiny antibiotic ointment packets
instead of a tube. In the end, I believe you can get all the gear you need into a gallon size Ziplock bag.

Now, I wouldn’t be doing my job if I didn’t also mention that motorcycle injuries after an accident can be pretty
darned horrific. In many cases, you won’t have time to consult a first aid book. For example, if you’re helping a
friend who’s just laid down his bike on his leg, you need to act fast.

I suggest that you take an emergency roadside first aid training course. Typically, Red Cross offers fantastic first
aid courses, teaching skills that you can probably apply to just about any emergency situation.
Biker Down Offers Ready-Made Motorcycle Trauma Kit

If you are a motorcyclist and you haven’t heard about Biker Down, you need to check them out. They assist bikers
and their loved ones after accidents, and they also provide benefits to people who join, such as reduced disability
insurance rates, roadside assistance and more.

Additionally, Biker Down offers ready-made trauma kids for a donation of $25. These handy kits come in a small
bag, similar to a fanny pack or small shave kit bag and include some basic first aid supplies:


Bottle of saline to wash wounds



Burn cream



Cold compresses



Neosporin



Scissors (for cutting through chaps, jeans and other clothing)



Bandages, wraps and tape



Rubber gloves



CPR mouth cover

Biker Down founder Laurie Montoya started offering the kids after taking an accident scene management class.

I believe it’s irresponsible for motorcycle riders not to have a trauma kit on their bike,” says Montoya. “We need to
be prepared to help each other on the road, whether it’s a friend who was burned on a pipe, someone with road
rash, or worse. These supplies and skills are extremely important to render aid until emergency services arrive at
the scene.”

“Bikers need to be realistic,” says Montoya. “We all know the risks associated with motorcycle riding. We should
all be prepared to help our friends in the event of an accident. You’d want them to be able to help you!”

Let’s talk about those slithering things called Rattle Snakes! Good Article to learn
from.
Kathy Bengoa
June 30, 2019
For all of us in Rattlesnake country: I have learned something new that I thought was important enough that I
wanted to pass on. Our hired man was bitten by a rattlesnake a few days ago. He was getting ready to bale and
turned over a windrow to check the moisture and the snake was in it. It wrapped around his arm and bit him on
the underside of the wrist. Luckily it was not a severe bite, the fang marks were clear, but not deep enough to
draw blood. He came straight to the house and we got ice on it and had him to the hospital within an hour. I called
ahead so the emergency room was ready for him. By the time he got there his arm was starting to swell to the
shoulder and his throat was getting tight. The first thing the emergency room did was give him Benadryl.
Apparently antivenom must be received within 4 hours of the snakebite, but the immediate threat is swelling and
death of tissue, which was treated with the Benadryl. The swelling in his arm and throat started going down right
away. The anti-venom medicine had to be prepared and was not ready for a couple of hours. He ended up getting
two doses of antivenom and spent the night in the hospital, where they drew blood every three hours, but came
home healthy the next day and went back to work.
I have always carried liquid Benadryl in all of the pickups because I am allergic to bee stings. After this happened I
went out to check my supplies. All three of the bottles I had been carrying behind the seats in my emergency kits
had been in there quite a while and had cracked and the liquid was gone. So that wasn’t going to be any help at all
if we did need it.
My daughter, who is a nurse, told me to go buy the children’s chewable Benadryl instead. It is given according to
body weight, so can be used for adults also, just give a larger dose. She said if you chew it and hold it in your
mouth it will absorb just as fast or faster through the membranes of the mouth than from the stomach. The box
doesn’t take much room and can be thrown into the glove compartment or saddle bags or a back pack if hiking,
etc. Makes sense to me, and it might save a life.

EVENTS OF INTEREST – REASONS TO RIDE
This is not an all-inclusive list. Dates and details of events may change. Review information before attending an
event.

ID-B Calendar
Other Reasons to Ride Calendar
Oregon District Event Calendar
GWRRA Event Calendar
Check your WingWorld, Idaho District and Region I web sites and newsletters for other
GWRRA sponsored events.

NEXT GATHERING 04/04/2020
Matt’s Grill
Address: 90 2nd St, Asotin, WA 99402
at 8:30 AM to 10:00 AM

FRIENDS FOR FUN, SAFETY, AND KNOWLEDGE

